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Whether all the seafarers were involved or some were innocent? 

The second Largest Drug Smuggling Case; Death Sentence to Seven Pakistani Seafarers 

interalia, on 05 September 2021, by The Red Sea Criminal Court of Safaga, First Circuit, 

Egypt, and the Death Sentence converted into Life Imprisonment on 01 June 2022, by the 

Supreme Court of Egypt in Appeals. How Iranian Shipping Companies in league and 

collusion with Pakistani Shipping Companies employ innocent seafarers and subject those 

to severe legal consequences.  Egyptian authorities recovered 02 Tons of Heroin & 99 Kg 

of the Ice Drug, from Iranian Ship MV - Melika 2, claimed to be in the territorial waters 

of Egypt, on 1st April 2019. Seizure of the ship and arrest of the whole crew comprising of 

seven Pakistani seafarers. 
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Seafarers Life, Joys and Jeopardies: Maritime Law and Practice 

 

                                                                             Abstract 

The maritime fraternity is a big contributor to economic growth worldwide, it has 

charming career prospects, especially in terms of perks, privileges, and leisure. At 

the same time, seafarers frequently face grave situations of mental stress with the 

possibility of culminating in injurious effects on their bodies and minds. The object 

of this study is to find out the magnitude of impact that seafarers could be affected 

by acute mental stress, odds, and ordeals. Wrongdoing in the sea increases their 

physical and psychological miseries if subjected to legal venture. So, extraordinary 

efforts of a lawyer possessing expertise in municipal and international maritime 

laws would be required to resolve the affairs of such seafarers.  
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1. Introduction 

Marine life is resolute for human progress in commercial delights. The ocean covers two-

thirds of the globe, its dynamic ecology provides universal food security and tenders 

enormous conjectures for economic expansion and engagement. Oceans are certainly 

facing a huge burden from a variety of human activities, therefore, many of the economic 

opportunities are endangered. Courageous steps are needed by international regimes to 

ensure the permissible use of the oceans to protect the natural resources in the ocean.1 By 

all means, world trade is dependent on the mode of transportation which plays a 

fundamental role in economic progress.  The utmost economical and comparatively faster 

mode of transportation remains by sea. It is a source of price reduction, improvement in 

wealth circulation, and profitability. Waterways are historically proven more cost-

effective and a high-volume mode of trade transportation for all destinations. Thus 

globally, the most reliable mode of trade transportation is reliant on seafaring. Soft but 

strong waves carry about 90% of global cargo bringing prosperities and endeavors to the 

world. The demand for global freight is vehemently increasing, consequently, maritime 

trade volumes are set to increase threefold by 2050.2 The wonderful job incentives delight 

the manpower connected with maritime activity exclusively in terms of employment, 

leisure, perks, and privileges, while at the same time seafarers face multifarious challenges 

effecting their physical and mental capabilities. Conditions of severe anxiety affect them 

psychologically. If they are implicated in some wrongdoing and awarded a sentence that 

increases trauma syndromes for the seafarer and their families behind waiting them off-

shore, they are then subjected to multiple municipal and international maritime laws thus 

a legal expert possessing additional intelligentsia would be required to for legal aid besides 

the appropriate medical protocols. 

 

2. Method 

Hundreds of seafarers were interviewed by psychologically trained investigators during 

the voyages of German ships regarding events responsible for inducing severe mental 

stress on board. It was revealed that an injury or death of a colleague is a grave 

psychological shock for those working and living in the closed social system onboard. 

These events are particularly difficult for Filipino seafarers because their strong social 

                                                           
1https://www.oecd.org/ocean 
2 https://www.oecd.org/ocean/topics/ocean-shipping/Jensen and Oldenburg Journal of Occupational 

Medicine and Toxicology (2019) 14:17, research article of Hans-Joachim Jensen and Marcus Oldenburg 

https://explorable.com/how-to-write-an-introduction
https://explorable.com/writing-methodology
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bonds and religious values close them more. Support of a religious scholar or teacher is 

often required in order to stabilize the Filipino seafarers experiencing such trauma.3 

 

The Iranian Ship M.V. “Sea Horse 2”, was seized by Egyptian Navy in May, 2018 at Port 

of Safaga, Egypt. It was confirmed by the Pakistan Embassy at Cairo, Egypt via telephone 

that the crew of this ship was tried by an Egyptian court and awarded death sentences on 

the charge of drug smuggling. The crew members of this ship were employed by a 

Pakistani shipping company based in Karachi which also acts as agent for its Iranian 

Principal, to sign on this Iranian ship M.V. “Sea Horse 2”.4 Another Iranian Ship M.V. 

Melika 2, operated by seven Pakistani crew members, was also seized by Egyptian Navy 

in the Red Sea, on 2nd of April 2019. They all were arrested upon recovery of 2 tons of 

Heroin and 99 Kg of the Ice Drug; while the ship had left Bandar Abbas, Iran on 13 March 

2019 for Port of Sudan, Sudan. The six-crew members of this ship were yet again 

employed by the same Shipping Company based in Karachi for the same principal in Iran. 

Enroute the voyage, a few gangsters reached by two speed boats, near boarder of Oman 

and loaded it with suspicious cargo (30 bags + cube boxes) at gun point. The crew was 

directed for delivery of that shipment to the Port of Sudan and was further ordered to sail 

silently, stopping as and when directed to discharge the suspicious cargo. The ship, 

however, was arrested by Egyptian Navy perpendicular to Port of Sudan from international 

water of Red Sea on 01 April 2019. All seven crew members were tried and awarded death 

sentences on 05 July 2021, by “The Red Sea Criminal Court of Safaga, First circuit, 

Egypt”. Their sentence was maintained in review by the Grand Mufti of Egypt, with the 

final judgment being pronounced in open court on 05 September 2021 by the trial court.5 

 

A long struggle entailed to save their lives through course of law through evidencing their 

mitigated role in the alleged crimes. Finally, the appeals filed against these judgments bore 

fruit, and on 01 June 2022, the sentences were converted to life imprisonment by the 

Appellate Court of Egypt. None of the natives of seafarers could travel from Pakistan to 

see them a period of three years. The sufferings of these seafarers at a strange place, an 

                                                           
3 https://www.oecd.org/ocean/topics/ocean-shipping/Jensen and Oldenburg Journal of Occupational 

Medicine and Toxicology (2019) 14:17, research article of Hans-Joachim Jensen and Marcus Oldenburg 
4 Pakistan Embassy letter No. Cons-6/2019 dated 05 May 2019 addressed to the CEO Five Rivers Shipping 

Company 
5 Judgment dated 05 September 2021 passed by The Red Sea Criminal Court of Safaga, First Circuit, Egypt  
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unfamiliar environment in prison and the treatment at the hands of prison authorities had 

caused severe mental and physical trauma. 

 

This case of M.V. “Malika 2” will primarily be studied here to analyze the scale of physical 

agony, mental stress and trauma suffered by the seafarers and their families. Interviews of 

all Pakistani seafarers in prison of Minya, Egypt, the prison officers, Egyptian lawyers, 

Government functionaries, diplomats and respective family members of some prisoners 

were interviewed by this author to discover the facts and law dealing with such potentially 

traumatic events. The families of the convicted seafarers still believe in their innocence, 

for which some even engaged this lawyer to liaison with the Pakistan Embassy and the 

Egyptian lawyer engaged for prisoners at trial & appeals. Their wellbeing and relevant 

legal issues were matters of concern, thus, for further management and facilitation, the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Pakistan was taken on board by the lawyer.  

3. Legal Protocol & Obligations 

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) provides guidelines and 

protocols regarding the international transfer of sentenced persons. As a part of its mandate 

to counter the proliferation of crime, drugs, and terrorism and to promote crime prevention 

and criminal justice reform, UNODC has played a leading role in establishing and 

supporting international cooperation among member states. This has taken the form of 

promoting extradition, mutual legal assistance, confiscation, and information exchange by 

central authorities. UNDOC has developed a series of tools to support countries in 

implementing the rule of law and developing criminal justice reform. It is obvious that 

transferring such persons to another state to serve their sentences can indispensably 

contribute to dealing with them fairly and effectively. 6  Revealed by Seventh United 

Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held in 

Milan, from 26 August to 6 September 1985: Report was prepared by the Secretariat 

(United Nations publication, Sales No. E. 86.IV.1), Chap. I, sect. D.1, annex I7. The United 

                                                           
6Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held Milan, 

from 26 August to 6 September 1985: Report was prepared by the Secretariat (United Nations publication, 

Sales No. E. 86.IV.1), Chap. I, sect. D.1, annex I.  
7 Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held Milan, 

from 26 August to 6 September 1985: Report was prepared by the Secretariat (United Nations publication, 

Sales No. E. 86.IV.1), Chap. I, sect. D.1, annex I. 
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Nations and, in particular, UNODC have sought to play an active role in facilitating the 

transfer of sentenced persons. 8 

 

The aim of UNODC guidelines, legislation and enactments by the member states on 

international transfer of sentenced prisoners does not only facilitate the fair treatment and 

social rehabilitation of prisoners, but is also a tool of international cooperation. UNODC 

plays an active role in facilitating the transfer of sentenced persons. 9 Generally, it is 

preferable that prisoners be imprisoned or otherwise deprived of liberty in their own 

countries, where they have access to visits from their families and where their 

rehabilitation, re-socialization and reintegration is aided by familiarity with the local 

community and culture. However, where prisoners are inappropriately deported or 

otherwise removed to serve their sentences in their home countries, the result may be that 

they avoid punishment completely and simply resume their criminal activities. 

Alternatively, where prison conditions in the prisoner's home country are deficient, his or 

her imprisonment or deprivation of liberty may amount to violation of his or her 

fundamental human rights. States are forbidden from transferring persons in such 

situations.10 

 

Canada enacted and enforced the “International Transfer of Offenders Act” on 14 May 

2004. Under section 2 of the Act, a:- 

“Canadian Offender” means a Canadian citizen within the meaning of the Citizenship Act 

who has been found guilty of an offence…and is detained, subject to supervision by reason 

of conditional release or probation, or subject to any other form of supervision in a foreign 

entity…and whose verdict and sentence may no longer be appealed. (de’linquant 

Canadian)11 

“Criminal Offence” means an offence against an Act of Parliament (infraction 

criminalle)12 

                                                           
8 UNODC – United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes Vienna- Handbook on the International Transfer 

of Sentenced Persons; Criminal Justice Handbook Series                                                                                                                                                                                       
9 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons , Supreme Court of 

Pakistan CPLA No.5235/2021 Page 86.  
10 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons.  , Supreme Court of 

Pakistan CPLA No.5235/2021 Page 86.  
11International Transfer of Offenders Act - S.C. 2004, c.21 
12 International Transfer of Offenders Act - S.C. 2004, c.21 

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons
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“treaty” includes an international agreement or convention, but does not include an 

administrative arrangement entered into under section 31 or 32. (traite) 

Section 3 of the Act envisages as “The purpose of this Act is to enhance public safety and 

to contribute to the administration of justice and the rehabilitation of offenders and their 

reintegration into the community by enabling offenders to serve their sentence in the 

country to which they are citizens or nationals.”13 

Administrative arrangements — offenders in Canada 

Section 31 “If no treaty is in force between Canada and a foreign entity on the 

transfer of offenders, the Minister of Foreign Affairs may, with the consent of the Minister, 

enter into an administrative arrangement with the foreign entity for the transfer of an 

offender in accordance with this Act.”14 

Administrative arrangements-mentally disordered persons Canada 

Section 32 (1) If the relevant provincial authority consents to the transfer, the Minister 

ministry of Foreign Affairs may, with the consent of the Minister, enter into an 

administrative arrangement with a foreign entity for the transfer, in accordance with this 

Act, of a person in respect of whom a verdict of unfit to stand trial or not criminally 

responsible on account of mental disorder was rendered and may no longer be appealed.15 

Definition of foreign entity 

Section 33 In sections 31 and 32, foreign entity means a foreign state, a province, state or 

other political subdivision of a foreign state, a colony, dependency, possession, 

protectorate, condominium, trust territory or any territory falling under the jurisdiction of 

a foreign state or a territory or other entity, including an international criminal tribunal. 16 

 

The United States has its own guidelines for the evaluation of transfer requests submitted 

by the foreign nationals. The primary objective of the international prisoner transfer 

program is to facilitate the rehabilitation of the prisoner so that he may become a 

productive member of society in his home country upon release from incarceration.17 

 

                                                           
13 2004, c. 21, s. 2 
142004, c. 21, s.31  
152004, c. 21, s.32 
162004, c. 21, s.33   
17USA Department of Justice Guide Lines for the Evaluation of Transfer Requests Submitted by the Foreign 

Nationals. https://www.justice.gov/criminal-oia/guidelines-evaluation-transfer-requests-submitted-foreign-

nationals 
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STATUTORY AND TREATY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFER: 

The United States can only transfer a prisoner to a country with which it has a prisoner 

transfer treaty relationship.  Various bilateral treaties and multilateral conventions acceded 

to by the United States, as well as federal implementing legislation, impose some basic 

requirements that must be satisfied for a transfer to occur.  These basic requirements 

include: (1) the prisoner must be a national of the country to which he or she is seeking 

transfer; (2) the offense of conviction must also be a crime in the receiving country (dual 

criminality); (3) the judgment and sentence must be final; (4) there can be no pending 

appeals or collateral attacks on the judgment or sentence; (5) the sentencing country, the 

receiving country, and the prisoner must all consent to the transfer; and (6) a minimum 

period of time (typically six months) must remain to be served on the prisoner’s sentence 

at the time that the application is submitted to ensure that there is sufficient time to 

complete the transfer and that the transfer will achieve the goals of re-integration into the 

society of the receiving country.18 

Pakistan also has a statute on the subject “The Transfer of Offenders Ordinance, 2002”. 

Section 3 of the Transfer of Offenders Ordinance, 2002 enables the convicts for serving 

their respective sentences in Pakistan subject to the existence of a bilateral or a multilateral 

agreement with the responding country.19 

Aimed at a request be originated by the Government of Pakistan to Government of Egypt 

for transfer of Pakistani offenders was mandatory to have a bilateral agreement between 

Pakistan and Egypt.  Section 3 of the Transfer of Offenders Ordinance, 2002, is reproduced 

hereunder: - 

“Section 3--Application of the Ordinance. Where an agreement for mutual transfer of 

offenders has been entered into between Pakistan and any specified country, whether 

before or after the commencement of this of this Ordinance, the Competent Authority 

shall, by notification in the official gazette, declare that the provisions of this Ordinance 

shall apply in respect of such country.” 

Unfortunately, no bilateral agreement to this end, existed between Pakistan and Egypt. The 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs when contacted, expressed that Egypt had never approached 

                                                           
18 USA Department of Justice Guide Lines for the Evaluation of Transfer Requests Submitted by the Foreign 

Nationals.https://www.justice.gov/criminal-oia/guidelines-evaluation-transfer-requests-submitted-foreign-

nationals 
18 The Transfer of Offenders Ordinance, 2002 S.3 
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Pakistan for any agreement to that effect, and so, there was no initiative from Pakistan's 

side either. It was also discovered that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs could not vocalize 

by itself on the subject, until so requested by the Ministry of Interior, Pakistan. 

Subsequently, the Ministry of Interior Pakistan refused to originate a request to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs for diplomatic resolve. 

The writ petition no. 3091/2021,20 on behalf of Anam and others was filed in Islamabad 

High Court on March 31, 2021, for direction to respondent ministries, on the subject. The 

petition was dismissed vide Order dated 02-09-2021 21  which was challenged in the 

Supreme Court of Pakistan on 06-09-2021 in C.P.L.A. No.5235/2021.22 

The Ministry of Interior then submitted a report on 08-03-2022 in the Supreme Court, 

stating in para 2 - that an agreement on Transfer of the Sentenced Persons between 

Pakistan and Egypt was proposed by the Government of Egypt. After consultation of 

stakeholders, vetting from Law and Justice Division and approval of the competent 

authority, the amended draft Agreement was shared with MOFA for onward transmission 

to Government of Egypt for their consent on 31.12.2020. Response from the Government 

is awaited. 23 

On one side Ministry of Foreign Affairs had earlier specified to the lawyer that Egypt had 

never contacted Pakistan for an agreement and that there was no agreement or effort made 

by either side. Conversely, the Ministry of Interior also took an identical position and 

refused to originate any request thereof. The fact was exposed otherwise through the report 

submitted in Supreme Court of Pakistan that Egypt had proposed that Agreement much 

earlier and the draft after vetting was already shared with MOFA for onward transmission 

to Egypt on 31-12-2020. This fact was later confirmed by the Ambassador of Pakistan in 

Egypt on reply to a WhatsApp message.24It was needless to proceed in W.P. No.3091/2021 

and CPLA No.5235/2021 if informed earlier. In as much as the Ambassador of Egypt 

during meeting with the lawyer in September 2021, had also stated that Pakistan had never 

come up on this neither did Egypt. 

 

                                                           
20 Writ Petition No.3091/2021 Titled “Anam and others Versus Federation of Pakistan and others”  
21 Order of Islamabad High Court dated 02-09-2021 on in Writ Petition No.3091/2021 Titled “Anam and 

others Versus Federation of Pakistan and others”  
22 CPLA No.5235/2021 in SC 
23 Report dated NIL but submitted on08-03-2022, signed by a Section Officer on behalf of the Secretary, 

Ministry of Interior, submitted by the AOR in Supreme Court in CPLA No.5235/2021 “Anam & other Vs. 

Federation of Pakistan & others” in Supreme Court of Pakistan. 
24 WhatsApp message communication dated 22 & 29 April 2022 saved by the author in My Articles Folder 
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4. Legal Arrangements  

Keeping in view the guidelines of UNODC and Pakistani legislation, the Ministry of 

Interior Pakistan was approached for information which was declined. Therefore, a Writ 

of Mandamus, NO.3091/2021 was filed before the Islamabad High Court, titled “Anam 

and Others Vs. Federation of Pakistan and others", under Article 199 of the Constitution 

of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 1973, on 31 August 2021. Therein it was prayed that, “--

-------the respondents may kindly be directed to take meaningful steps for entering into an 

agreement and ratification thereof for Transfer of Offenders, inconformity to the Transfer 

of Offenders Ordinance, 2002 enabling the Pakistani citizens involved in any criminal act 

to retrieve for serving the remaining sentence whatever in Pakistan enabling their loved 

ones or natives to meet as per rule in Pakistan.---.”  The writ petition was dismissed with 

following observation in Para 4 of the Order dated 02 September, 2021 passed by the 

Single Bench of Islamabad High Court, “Whether Pakistan enters into an agreement for 

the transfer of offenders with any country is a matter of policy in which this Court, in 

exercise of its jurisdiction under Article 199 of the Constitution, cannot interfere. 

Furthermore, a writ cannot be issued by this Court to the Government commanding it to 

enter into an agreement” ----25The order was challenged in Supreme Court of Pakistan in 

C.P.L.A. No. 5235/2021 in pursuance as to, “whether the natives of the victims/ 

incarcerated overseas Pakistani or any citizen of Pakistan cannot invoke the 

Constitutional Jurisdiction of the courts in Pakistan seeking a direction to the respective 

ministries to abide by the international law to their best? Whereas, the petitioners had 

sought only a direction for Pakistani functionaries to enunciate efforts in compliance to 

the international law and Charter of United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes? 

Reliance is placed on UNODC Handbook on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons.26A total 

of ten accused persons were awarded the death sentence. The Red Sea Criminal Court of 

Safaga, First Circuit, Egypt announced the judgment in open court, on 05 September 2021, 

all those seven were Pakistani Seafarers (entire crew of the ship), remaining from other 

nationalities were sentenced in absentia. 60 Sixty days was the limitation to file appeals. 

It was devised to go to Egypt, meet the lawyers there and afford assistance in the 

preparation of appeals to be filed within 60 days and to meet the prisoners in Minya Jail, 

Egypt. 

                                                           
25 Order of Islamabad High Court dated 02-09-2021 in W.P. No.3091/2021 
26 C.P.L.A. No.5235/2021 in Supreme Court “Anam & others Vs. Federation of Pakistan & others”, page 2 
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5. Pre-Visit Options 

Preferring the appeals on time in knowing how Egyptian lawyer was working and where 

he needed any proposition in removing any lacunas left earlier; Pursuance of bilateral 

agreement between Pakistan and Egypt; Liaison with Pakistan Embassy in Egypt and the 

Egyptian lawyer(s) on legal argument; Meeting and knowing wellbeing of the prisoners in 

Egyptian Jail because none among their natives could travel to Egypt.  

The lawyer who was a maritime law expert, visited Egypt from 15th October to 21st October 

2021, and met the defense lawyer for Seafarers engaged by the Pakistan Embassy in Egypt. 

For the Pakistani prisoners, unfamiliarity with the local language, community, and culture 

and the purported unfair treatment may have resulted in a negative impact on their psyche. 

Many facts might yet be hidden which may help inmates to get justice with different legal 

spectrum; Legal Service vis-à-vis Probe into the Facts & Laws, in Smuggling of such a 

huge cache involving seafarers in drugs case. Exploring the international maritime laws 

that are triggered in such cases and subsequently approaching the international forums; At 

the very outset, the action of smuggling, in particular of narcotic substances, is not only 

deplorable but deserves to be curbed in the strongest manner possible. Therefore, intention 

of the maritime lawyer was to get appraisal from Pakistani agencies like FIA, ANF and 

other functionaries to precede against the shipping agents27 who had recruited the crew 

from Pakistan repeatedly involving their recruits in Narcotic smuggling cases from the 

same country of origin (Iran) and the same country of trafficking (Egypt).28 Repeated 

occurrences in Egypt, by same Shipping Company & Shipping Agent. 

6. Provocative Questions 

Some questions yet needed probing i.e. the motive behind each seafarer’s ambition to 

commit such a crime; the role of each individual in this crime; any covert force or undue 

influence; duress during voyage, investigation, and imprisonment; the source of 

harassment after the bandits had disembarked the vessel; who was the telephonic or radio 

link handler and the reason behind their failure to intimate the nearest agency on 

surveillance in the sea; and lastly, why they did not get rid of the load of drugs by disposing 

of them in the sea. Moreover, why was there no attempt made to capture the individual 

holding command and threatening to sail silently? The Prosecution claimed in the Court 

that the ship “Malika 2” was seized from the territorial waters of Egypt in the Red Sea, 

                                                           
27 Certificate for Employment dated 19-02-2019 
28 Agreement for Employment on Ship M.V. Melika dated 19-02-2019 
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while carrying a huge cache of drugs. The seafarers, on the other hand, did not say anything 

in court on that but informed their embassy officers and lawyer during interview that the 

ship was arrested from international waters adjacent to Port of Sudan.  Role of the 

Government of Pakistan in compliance with Article 4 of the Constitution of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan, 1973. Natives of the prisoners sent applications and complaints to 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Director General of Ports and Shipping, and other law 

enforcement agencies.29  In reliance on the Certificate of Employment & Signing On 

regarding six Pakistanis employed issued by the Shipping Agent, the Shipping Master, 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs issued the Agreement for employment on ship No.63713 

dated 19-02-2019.30 Accordingly the seafarers were allowed to proceed to their respective 

jobs on the ship in Iran. Ministry of Maritime Affairs (Ports & Shipping Wing) issued a 

letter to the Shipping Master, Government Shipping Office Karachi in order to arrest the 

six Pakistani Seafarers and  to stop the facilitation of signing-on of all categories of 

shipboard employment on vessels owned/managed under Iranian ownership by registered 

manning agencies except Iranian National Shipping Company.31 The Shipping Master 

confirmed the process of employment of six seamen and their particulars as well as of the 

shipping agent and the employer Iranian Shipping Company.32 Shipping Master referring 

the application of parents/relatives of the prisoners in compliance with the letter of 

Shipping Office Government of Pakistan dated 16 April 2019, requested to Director 

(Middle East) Ministry of Foreign Affairs for onward seeking  Pakistani Mission in Egypt 

to provide all assistance to the prisoners for their safe repatriation.33 Subsequently, the 

Ministry of Maritime Affairs eased its role gradually. Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and 

Human Resource Development Letter No. 20(19)/2019 dated 24 September 2019 

regarding Clemency for Six Arrested Pakistani Citizens in Egypt the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs replied telling facts that its Mission in Egypt intimated about a huge cache of drugs 

from ship Melika 2 in the Red Sea, containing 2 tons of heroin, 99 kgs ice dope, and 

carrying all 7 seven people – all 7 crew members were Pakistani citizens. As per the 

statement of six crew members, they reached Tehran on 21st February 2019, joined the 

ship on 6th March, and set sail on 13th March 2019. While they were near the border of 

Oman, two speed boats approached the ship and loaded it with suspicious cargo (30 bags 

                                                           
29 CPLA 5235/2021 Page 28,29 
30 Agreement for employment No.63713 dated 19-02-2021 and page 63 of the CPLA No.5235/2021 
31 CPLA 5235/2021 page 67-Letter dated 6 May 2019 of Ministry of Maritime affairs. 
32 Letter dated April 26 2019 and page 70 of the CPLA 5235/2019 
33 Ministry of Ports and Shipping Letter dated 22 April 2019 – CPLA No5235/2019 page 73,74  
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+ cube boxes at gunpoint). They added that the seventh crew member, Mr. Abdul Sattar 

was aware that the suspicious cargo contained drugs and that they had no option other than 

to keep sailing. As per the statement of Mr. Abdul Sattar, he is a businessman and 

instructed by the ship owner via a navigation device to position the ship at various 

navigation points during the journey. He threw the navigation device into the sea when the 

ship was cordoned off by the Egyptian Maritime Authority on 1st April 2019. The crew 

claimed innocence, but Egyptian Authorities recovered a huge quantity of drugs from the 

vessel. The Pakistan Embassy engaged a lawyer to contest the case in court.34 The Ministry 

of Human Rights could not take up the matter in national or international forums nor any 

documentary evidence in that regard was made available on record.   

7. Statement of Seven Crew Members in the Court 

Though the six crew members out of seven had different statement from seventh one 

Abdul Sattar and as specified by them they had no option but silently to keep sailing.  

The Judgment of the Safaga Court Red Sea, Egypt has discussed that ----they all 

admitted possession of seized narcotics with intention of bringing them in to the 

country in preparation for trafficking, Pervez Yasin , captain of the ship third accused, 

added that first accused (Mahmoud Nawab Rigi is the leader of the narcotic formation 

and owner of the ship and of the shipment of narcotics hidden in it and that second 

accused Abdul Sattar, (the 7th crew member on board who is dual national) is 

commissioner of the first accused in managing the destination and movements of the 

ship using a radio device handed over to him by the first accused and was disposed of 

by throwing it into the water when the ship was seized.35 The crew’s claim to innocence 

was not accepted as the Egyptian authorities claimed to have recovered a huge hoard of 

drugs from the vessel. So were the facts recorded about other accused but judgment 

appeared totally reliant on the investigation and documents produced by the prosecution. 

It appears as though the accused were not afforded an opportunity to testify whereas the 

prosecution witnesses were given that opportunity. Fair trial was not apparent on face of 

judgment itself. It can easily be observed about involvement of two people instead of 

whole crew. Other crew members were lower staff and had a little access to the areas 

beyond their duty.  

 

                                                           
34 CPLA No.5235/2021 page 76 
35 Judgment of the Red Sea Criminal Court of Safaga First Circuit Egypt English Translation page 5 & 6 
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8. Recruitment of Six Seafarers by Pakistani Shipping Company Acting as Agent M/s 

Five Rivers Shipping Company at Karachi 

 

A Pakistani shipping company M/s Five Rivers Shipping Company based in Karachi, 

Pakistan acting as manning agent for their Iranian principal, had recruited the following 

crew members afresh consisting of experienced seafarers possessing necessary 

authenticators, on 19 February 2019, to join the vessel “M.V Melika” at the Port of 

Bandar Abbas Iran. While the Embassy of Pakistan addressed the CEO of the same 

company for earlier recruitment for another vessel of the same Iranian Principal to sign 

on M.V. “Sea Horse 2”. This ship M.V. “Sea Horse 2” was also seized by the Egyptian 

Navy in May 2018 at Port of Safaga Egypt. The Pakistan Embassy in Cairo, Egypt had 

confirmed on telephone that the crew of this ship had been tried before an Egyptian court 

and had been awarded death sentences on the charges of drug smuggling.  

 

9. Observations 

The lawyer engaged is an Advocate Supreme Court of Pakistan, Legal & Policy Consultant 

and having expertise in Maritime Law who is also known in resolving the problems of 

Pakistanis imprisoned abroad and keeps trying to alleviate the grief of their families. 

Certainly, transfer of such prisoners should be allowed to serve and complete their 

respective sentence, in their native countries as per UNODC guidelines. The “Handbook 

on the International Transfer of Sentenced Persons” visualizes the causes, reasons, 

advantages, and procedure for transfers of offenders. Many convicted Overseas Pakistanis 

get punished due to insufficient evidence and lack of adequate & appropriate access to 

legal aid for their cases. 

10.   Interview and Communicative Observation of Prisoners   

During an interview on 20 October 2021, at Minya Prison in Egypt with the seven crew 

members their lawyer discovered that the ship “MV Malika 2”, which had left Bandar 

Abbas on March 13, 2019, for Port of Sudan, and while passing through the Gulf of Oman, 

the ship was stopped at gunpoint by two motor boats its crew was held hostage for 8 hours.  

While they were being held hostage, suspicious cargoswere loaded onto their ship and they 

were directed to keep sailing silently.  They were frightened hence, kept sailing silently. 

The Egyptian Navy arrested the vessel in Red Sea well far-off Egypt towards south in open 

sea, international water, adjacent to Port of Sudan. However, one prisoner, Abdul Sattar, 
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the 7th one had joined from Iran, he was dual national i.e. Iran and Pakistan, made a 

different statement in the court; that he was a businessman and was instructed by the ship 

owner via a navigation device to position the ship at various navigation points during the 

journey. It may be noted that the alleged navigation device was thrown by him into sea 

when cordoned by the Egyptian Navy on 1st April 2019.  He took a different position on 

the questions of lawyer, said, “He did not throw any device in the sea, he uttered  so, in 

the Court because the judges and prosecution were asking the same question repeatedly 

and making me annoyed, therefore out of annoyance I replied to them,“ yes I threw the 

device in sea”. Variance in his statements created doubt as to whether he was in actual 

command of the ship instead of the Pervez Yasin, the actual Captain. Accordingly, the 

prisoners were jointly asked in this regard, they all said that it was true that actual control 

of the ship was with Abdul Sattar.  

A translation of certified copy of the Judgment September 5, 2021 was available with 

lawyer. Bare reading of the judgment reflected many lacunae in it. 

 

11. Legal Platforms and Laws Applicable 

Maritime activity is governed by multiple international forums to ensure lawful, effective 

and prosperous maritime activity.  

As reported by the Seafarers that ship was heading to its port of destination i.e. Port of 

Sudan from South to North in Red Sea but had not to enter into the water of Egypt. Egypt 

could not arrest this ship from international waters without permission of IMO. Clever 

move by Egyptian Navy was done to force the ship sailing about 20 hours ahead of its port 

of destination towards north and take the same in Egyptian territorial water and then sought 

permission to raid by the local authorities of Egypt. Hence the act tantamount to High 

jacking. Violation to the terms of IMO which is a regulatory body of Maritime activity 

under UNO, which may entitle the aggrieved parties to legal action by IMO or 

International Court of Justice, where vessel of which state was seized or the state whose 

men were arrested in violation to IMO Regulations could invoke for remedy. 

International Maritime Organization-IMO: As a specialized agency of United Nations, 

IMO is global standard setting authority for the safety, security and environmental 

performance of international shipping. Its main role is to create a regulatory framework 
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for shipping industry that is fair and effective, universally adopted and universally 

implemented.36 

International Labor Organization-ILO: The main structure consisting of three parts of 

ILO gives voice to workers and governments to ensure that the views of social partners 

are closely reflected in labor standards and in shaping policies and programs. While the 

main aim of ILO is to promote rights at work, encourage decent employment opportunities, 

enhance social protection and strengthen dialogue on work related issues.37 International 

Labor Convention -185 is ratified by Pakistan. The Federal Government of Pakistan under 

section 609 of MSO, 2001 has delegated power to make rules by notification for 

implementing provisions of international conventions ratified by Pakistan. National 

Database and Regulatory Authority NADRA of Pakistan in compliance with International 

Labor Organization Convention ILO C -185 has developed Machine Readable Seafarers 

Identity Document - MRSID. Accordingly, the Federal Government of Pakistan maintains 

record of each Seafarer’s Identity Document (SID) issued, suspended or withdrawn and is 

stored in electronic database. The database maintained by Federal Government of Pakistan 

is secured from any kind of interference or un-authorized access. The information stored 

in the database is restricted to details which are important for purpose of verifying a 

seafarer’s identity. 

Document or the status of a seafarer which are consistent with the seafarer’s right to 

privacy. The member port state designates a permanent focal point for the immigration or 

other competent authorities concerning the authenticity of the SID and such details of the 

focal point maintained by the Federal Government are communicated to the International 

Labor Organization.38 

Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001: Merchant Shipping Ordinance,2001 

(MSO, 2001) is the first merchant shipping law of Pakistan that consolidated and re-

enacted provisions of merchant shipping laws which were enforced in the Sub-continent 

(India – Pakistan) between 1894 and 1923 and amendments made therein from time to 

time. MSO 2001 replaced obsolete provisions found in the earlier shipping laws to meet 

dynamic changes for the development of shipping industry.39 

                                                           
36https://www.imo.org/en/About/Pages/Default.aspx Introduction to IMO 
37https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/lang--en/index.htm 
38 Hinderances in Employment of Pakistani Seafarers by Aga Faquir Mohammad: Footnote of Introduction 

Page  
39 Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001; Ordinance LII of 2001 

https://www.imo.org/en/About/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/lang--en/index.htm
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Admiralty Jurisdiction of High Court Ordinance, 1980: Breach of contract was 

committed by the Shipping Company in Pakistan who employed the Seafarers and by the 

Shipping Company who set them to sail concealing the illegal Goods laden covertly, 

knowing fully well that lives of crew were on stake.40Besides the breach of contract was 

also committed by the Shipping Company who set them to sail concealing the illegal 

Goods laden covertly, knowing fully well that lives of crew were on stake.41 

UN Framework for Transfer of Sentenced Persons: Transfer regimes are based on 

bilateral or multilateral agreements that offer a framework for transferring prisoners. 

In 1985, the Seventh UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of 

offenders adopted the UN Model Agreement on the Transfer of Foreign Prisoners and 

Recommendations on the treatment of foreign prisoners (see page 30). This agreement 

provides a model not only for bilateral agreements but also for multilateral agreements 

that all UN Member States can adapt to their specific legal systems. 

Several international instruments are also relevant to the international transfer of 

sentenced persons, including those referring to rehabilitation and human rights of 

prisoners. Among them is the United Nations Transnational Organized Crime Convention, 

which states, in Article 17, that: 

"States Parties may consider entering into bilateral or multilateral agreements or 

arrangements on the transfer to their territory of persons sentenced to imprisonment or 

other forms of deprivation of liberty for offences covered by this Convention, in order that 

they may complete their sentences there. "UNODC is active in supporting States to 

cooperate in the transfer of sentenced persons to ensure that they are treated fairly and 

so as to ensure the healthy functioning of criminal justice systems”. 42 

To support the implementation and use of transfer mechanisms, States are required to 

ensure that their national legislation facilitates such cooperation. UNODC can offer 

technical assistance to States wishing to implement new or strengthen existing transfer 

regimes at the level of domestic legislation, as well as at the level that regional and 

international agreements are reached and relied upon. 

                                                           
40 2007 CLD 2007 1465 [a] MSC Textiles vs. Asian Pollux  
41 PLD 2008 Karachi 244 [b] NYK vs. MSC Textiles 
42 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons.html , International 

Transfer of Sentenced Persons 

https://www.unodc.org/pdf/compendium/compendium_2006_part_02_01.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/pdf/compendium/compendium_2006_part_02_01.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons.html
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Since, 2012 UNODC is publishing a Handbook on the International Transfer of Sentenced 

Persons to explain how transferring sentenced persons to serve their sentences in their 

home countries can contribute both to their fair treatment and effective rehabilitation.”43 

 

12. Points & Suggestions Discussed with Egyptian Lawyer for Appeals 

Nomenclature of the vessel mentioned in the case of prosecution was incorrect i.e. 

“Melika”. It was actually “Melika 2”. At time of seizure, no flag of a country was hoisted 

on searching party’s ships. Ship was arrested without permission by IMO as its location 

was in the “International Waters” between Sudan & Saudi Arabia. Ship was arrested a day 

earlier, forced to sail ahead under cordon in the international waters for 24 hours into the 

territorial water of Egypt and docking at Branis Naval Base. She was forced to sail at a 

speed of 0.5 Knots per hour excessively lesser than the ordinary speed of a ship enabling 

to proceed to local authorities of Egypt for permission to conduct raid after being docked. 

Permission to raid the hijacked cordoned ship was obtained from the Egyptian National 

Security Authority to arrest after it reached and docked at Branis Naval Base Egypt after 

a complete day. The ship was physically arrested beyond the Egyptian territorial waters 

i.e. beyond 12 nautical miles even beyond the Egyptian Economic Zone. No offence was 

committed at the time of arrest in the territorial water of Egypt. The illegal goods may had 

loaded by the raiding party itself when it was in the international waters and cordoned by 

them without disclosing their identity. Abdul Sattar accused No.2 was actually having 

control and command over the ship instead of accused No.3 Parvez Yasin the Captain. 

The lowers staff was kept totally distant from any movement, communication or any 

information thereof. Stance of the accused No.2 Abdul Sattar as to throwing the device 

Gyro Compass in the sea after the arrest is unfounded. It appears the object which was 

thrown in sea was the gun under which all members were kept under fear during voyage 

from Gulf of Oman onward. That at the day and time of arrest weather in sea was clear 

and even for subsequent few days remained clear, whereas, the prosecution deceitfully 

mentioned the weather on that day as rough. Court ignored as to what was the actual object 

which Abdul Sattar threw in the sea was it a device or a weapon to keep others under his 

control and hence, innocent seafarers were also penalized equally. The Judgment was 

passed in haste by the Court of Safaga. The appellants were condemned unheard. The 

                                                           
43 https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons.html , International 

Transfer of Sentenced Persons 
 

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/organized-crime/transfer-of-sentenced-persons.html
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appellants were not afforded an opportunity for a fair trial. The sailing route of the vessel 

was totally ignored to reach her exact location at the time it was cordoned. A judicious 

mind was not applied before passing the impugned Judgment. Court did not inquire about 

exact device or article which Abdul Sattar deposed in the Court. Here, the court and the 

accused might have a language barrier but the practice of what the local lawyer told this 

author was to proceed in haste. 

 

Questions & Answers with Egyptian Lawyer 

Question; Why was ship arrested beyond 12 NM Knots i.e. from the international waters 

or open sea? Answer; Location was considered whatever written in the prosecution’s case.  

Question; Did you feel the judges were afraid or under the influence of state or executive? 

Answer; Yes, they were. Question; Do the judges pass judgment or order against the wish 

of state? Answer; No it does not happen, they cannot go against the desire of state. 

Question; The judgment reflects as Government Officers or prosecution was not testified, 

is it so? Answer; In the Courts of Egypt an Egyptian officer cannot be questioned or 

testified. Question; Prisoners say that the ship was cordoned & arrested in international 

waters. Answer: Court relied on written document and statements of prosecution.  

Question; Record of the case under judgment reveals that no international forum like IMO 

etc. was contacted for permission to arrest the ship located in International Waters, before 

it was raided, was it so? Answer; Yes, it was so, because practically the ship was much 

away from Egyptian Territorial Waters. Question; The raiding authorities needed 

permission from international forum. They took an easy way out to hide their mistake. 

Judgment reflects that all documentation was prepared as afterthought later on, do you 

think that correct. Answer; Yes, that is correct, questioning on this issue was not allowed. 

Question; Did Court ask you or the accused about sailing route of the ship like port of 

origination and port of destination? Answer; Court did not ask, whatever was written in 

the documents of prosecution was accepted true. Question; Do you think the judgment was 

passed in haste by the court? Answer; Yes, it was in haste. Question; Did you take plea of 

being condemned unheard or not being afforded an opportunity of fair trial? Answer; In 

Egyptian Courts we cannot say so to the Court. 

Questions & Answers with Prisoner during meeting in Minya Prison 

Question; What you say about the crime committee? Answer: Six said they were innocent, 

one Adbul Sattar remained silent. Question; You six person stated that in the Gulf of Oman 
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two speed Boats arrived, they stopped you people and loaded 30 bags and many boxes in 

the ship. Answer: Yes, the high jackers detained us all in a room at lower deck. Question; 

You six persons have deposed that you were under duress on gun point until they left the 

ship directing you all to keep silent and keep sailing. Answer; Yes, we were all the time. 

Question; When high jackers left the ship, why did you not report or throw away the loaded 

cargo if it was deemed illegal. Answer: We were under gun point. Question; Who kept you 

under gun point throughout and stopped from reacting? Answer: All looked towards Abdul 

Sattar. Question; Adbul Sattar You said in the Court that you were a businessman, how 

come you became a crew of the ship having no authenticator or experience document? 

Answer; He did not reply but remained silent. Question; Adbul Sattar you said in the Court 

that the ship owner had given you a device and asked you to take the ship at his directed 

location when so directed. Answer; He did not reply but remained silent. Question; Abdul 

Sattar you said in the court that you had thrown the device in sea when you were captured. 

Answer; No, I did not throw anything in the sea. Question: Abdul Sattar why did you say 

in the court then? Answer: Because all three judges and the prosecution were asking me 

repeatedly and they annoyed me, I said so out of annoyance. Question; The answers reflect 

as if the command of the ship was not with the captain but was practically with Abdul 

Sattar. Answer; Abdul Sattar denied but five others said unanimously that actual command 

was with Abdul Sattar, except one Pervez Yasin the Captain. Question; Where were you 

Mr. Captain Pervez Yasin. Answer: He said, “I was under gun point “When all others have 

said that the captaincy was with Abdul Sattar why did you not take appropriate measure 

Mr. Pervez Yasin the Captain? Answer; At this point in time was aggravated on this 

question and replied very angrily, “I have told you; I was on gun point.” Other all repeated 

that he was to command but did not retaliate to Abdul Sattar, Captain Pervez Yasin started 

vulgarly abusing to all others except Abdul Sattar.  

Travel Difficulty of Parents/Relatives of the Prisoners to Egypt: -  

Father of prisoner Raheel Hanif that they and others had applied for visa on 17 August, 

2021 but couldn’t hear about from embassy of Egypt. Their issue was taken up with the 

Ambassador of Egypt 0n 07 December, 2021; who was gracious to issue the visas to 

relatives of all prisoners in Egypt who had applied on next day. They went to Egypt and 

met their loved ones. 44 On the other side since June 1, 2022 after the punishment of the 

                                                           
44 Receipt for application of Hanif issued by Visatronix dated 17 August 2021 and voice messages on 

WhatsApp 07 December, 2021 
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Pakistani prisoners was reduced from death to life imprisonment by the appellate court in 

Egypt and they became ordinary prisoners free from fear of gallows; The wife of Raheel 

Hanif was much eager to see her husband in in Egyptian Jail. She did not have Form B of 

her minor son born few weeks after his father had left for job. When approached to NDRA, 

office at Karachi they very half-heartedly issue Form-B to the baby boy but refused to 

enter the CNIC number of his father Raheel Hanif. This discrepancy of the document 

obstructed issuance of Passport to the baby boy. Consequently, a Writ Petition No.2999 of 

2022 was filed in Islamabad High Court seeking direction for issuance of discrepancy free 

Form-B and the Passport to baby boy, besides, renewal of expired CNIC of his father was 

also sought through Ministry of Foreign Affairs45. Islamabad high Court was pleased to 

pass the Order on 16 August, 2022.46 AND finally, new Form-B was issued by NADRA 

on 10 September, 2022.47      

 

Discussion 

Incarceration abroad, away from home country, own culture, ethnicity, language, the loved 

ones and being dealt with by the strangers having unfamiliar attitudes, food, weather, 

terrain and environment provides miserable sufferings affecting emotionally and trauma 

syndromes.  An injury or death of a colleague is a grave psychological shock abroad for 

those working and living in the closed social system on board. These events are particularly 

difficult for Filipino seafarers because their strong social bonds and religious values close 

them more. Support of a religious scholar or teacher is often required in order to stabilize 

the Filipino seafarers.48 In the case of these seafarers’ identical situation observing the 

behavior of the Captain who was not worried about any of his family members but was 

constantly pressing as to illegal action by the Egyptian Navy; The prisoner with dual 

nationality looked composed and contained person not showing his emotions; while others 

were seemingly affected more and concerned about their families, career, and Pakistan. 

The government of Pakistan through the Embassy has done wonderful efforts for them, 

however, efforts remained limited to defend them in Egyptian Courts of law, whereas 

much more on international platforms could have been done by the Foreign Office. A 

                                                           
45 W.P. No. 2999/2022 in IHC “Anam & another Vs. Federation of Pakistan & 3 others” 
46 Order dated 16 August 2022 in W.P. No. 2999/2022 in IHC “Anam & another Vs. Federation of Pakistan 

& 3 others” 
47 W.P. No. 2999/2022 in IHC “Anam & another Vs. Federation of Pakistan & 3 others” 
48 https://www.oecd.org/ocean/topics/ocean-shipping/Jensen and Oldenburg Journal of Occupational 

Medicine and Toxicology (2019) 14:17, research article of Hans-Joachim Jensen and Marcus Oldenburg 

https://explorable.com/writing-a-discussion-section
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tendency for law-breaking or non-seriousness prevails in Pakistanis'. The need for 

appropriate training for Pakistani traveling abroad as to moral values seems imperative on 

the part of the Government. Approaching international forums like IMO, and ILO & 

complaining there regarding violations by the Egyptian Government was ignored. 

International maritime laws care about the rights of seafarers and provide a mechanism of 

action against miscreants if consulted before the violation. The Pakistani Government 

functionaries without judicious probing into the allegations presumed guilty to the 

seafarers; certainly, all of the crew was not involved, besides, did not try to probe into the 

illegality of the proceedings. Pakistan’s action was required to be taken up on international 

forums through Pakistani diplomatic channels in the international institutions in 

conformity with Article 4 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. On the 

other hand, the rising frequency of actions beyond their territorial limits by the Egyptian 

Government without seeking permission from IMO to raid creates doubt to smooth 

maritime traffic on Red Sea and Suez Canal routes.  

 

13. Conclusion 

 As a preventive measure, psycho education for seafarers and general travelers abroad 

should be established for coping with extreme mental stress situations. 49 Consultative 

discussions considering international and municipal laws of among states pertaining to 

maritime laws, laws of crimes at sea, laws of smuggling of narcotics through international 

waters with maritime experts, the prisoners, lawyers and officials should be conducted by 

intermissions. It was exposed that the ship “Melika 2” was sailing from south to north in 

the Red Sea for Port of Sudan the port of destination from Bandar Abbas Iran the port of 

origin, routing through Gulf of Oman, Gulf of Aden, Yemen, Straits of Bab Al-Mandab, 

parting at its portside Somalia, Djibouti, Eritrea and the country of its destination Sudan; 

while Saudi Arabia was on it starboard side of the vessel. Egypt travels beyond its territory 

to grip the vessel without holding permission from IMO thus it was high jacked and forced 

the vessel to travel away from its port of destination and enter into the territorial water of 

Egypt. They did not dock the ship in a civilian harbor but docked at Branis Naval Base; 

while the ship was suspected of narcotics but had not committed any war crime. Seafarers 

were horrified psychologically and would need a long span to sustain normal observance. 

                                                           
49 https://www.oecd.org/ocean/topics/ocean-shipping/Jensen and Oldenburg Journal of Occupational 

Medicine and Toxicology (2019) 14:17, research article of Hans-Joachim Jensen and Marcus Oldenburg 

https://explorable.com/writing-a-conclusion
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This became obvious that the ship at the time of its seizure was located at a distance of 

more than 18 hours of sailing per ordinary speed. She was on a location south far-off from 

Egyptian territorial waters as Egypt is far away towards the northwest of Sudan. The ship 

was forcibly cordoned without permission from any of the international organization 

having regulatory authority over the International Waters or open sea i.e. International 

Maritime Organization. As per crew reportedly the ship was in the international waters 

adjacent to countries i.e. Sudan at its left & Saudi Arabia at its right. Egypt did not have 

any power or right to raid or cordon or seize the ship without a permission of IMO etc., 

whatsoever the regulatory Authority might be but not the Egypt itself. During trial of the 

case no right of hearing was afforded to the accused persons and hence condemned unheard 

in violation to the natural justice and cannons of international diplomacy. The Judgment by 

the Egyptian Court was passed in haste. 
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